Abstract: Filtering out irrelevant documents and classifying the relevant ones into topical categories is a de facto task in many applications. However, supervised learning solutions require extravagant human efforts on document labeling. In this paper, we propose a novel seed-guided topic model for dataless short text classification and filtering, named SSCF. Without using any labeled documents, SSCF takes a few "seed words" for each category of interest, and conducts short text filtering and classification in a weakly supervised manner. To overcome the issues of data sparsity and imbalance, the short text collection is mapped to a collection of pseudodocuments, one for each word. SSCF infers two kinds of topics on pseudo-documents: category-topics and generaltopics. Each category-topic is associated with one category of interest, covering the meaning of the latter. In SSCF, we devise a novel word relevance estimation process based on the seed words, for hidden topic inference. The dominating topic of a short text is identified through post inference and then used for filtering and classification. On two real-world datasets in two languages, experimental results show that our proposed SSCF consistently achieves better classification accuracy than state-of-theart baselines. We also observe that SSCF can even achieve superior performance than the supervised classifiers supervised latent dirichlet allocation (sLDA) and support vector machine (SVM) on some testing tasks.
Introduction
A sheer volume of textual information is generated everyday. The information overload has already become a critical trouble for both individual person and organizations. Nowadays, it is common to perform a focused and deep analysis on the documents from some specified categories rather than the whole collection. That is, filtering irrelevant information and organizing relevant information into meaningful topical categories is a prerequisite for many applications. For example, a company may need to track an emerging event from a large text corpus for decision support (Wang et al., 2016) . This emerging information need would dynamically change: a security issue (Ritter et al., 2015) , an accident (Zhang et al., 2018) , or a particular topic (Wang et al., 2016) . A typical solution is text classification through supervised learning, which requires human annotation. When dealing with short texts, labeling documents become less effective because of the shortness of the documents and limited coverage of each short text in the category topical space. However, a large amount of information nowadays is indeed in the form of noisy short texts, including questions/answers from community question answer (QA) websites (Cao et al., 2010; Omari et al., 2016) , web search snippets (Scaiella et al., 2012; Stein et al., 2012) , tweets and comments (Naveed et al., 2011; Nishida et al., 2012; Efron et al., 2014) , to name a few.
Recent studies on dataless text classification show promising results on reducing labeling effort (Liu et al., 2004; Druck et al., 2008; Chang et al., 2008; Hingmire et al., 2013; Hingmire and Chakraborti, 2014; Song and Roth, 2014; Chen et al., 2015; Li et al., 2016b; Li et al., 2018; Li et al., 2019a; Shalaby and Zadrozny, 2019) . Without any labeled documents, a dataless classifier performs text classification by using a small set of relevant words for each category (called "seed words") or resorting to hidden topic labeling. The classification is mainly accomplished with seed words through word co-occurrences. However, limited word co-occurrence information is available in short texts compared to long documents because of the shortness. In addition to data sparsity, existing dataless methods mainly do not consider document filtering. That is, the existing dataless solutions perform classification over the whole collection. On the other hand, the demand to perform focused analysis on some particular topics are becoming increasingly prevalent. This is particularly useful when the information need (i.e., the categories of interest) is dynamic and the short text collection is large. Focusing on a small number of relevant categories leads to another challenge: data imbalance. In other words, documents covered by the categories of interest could be a small proportion of the whole collection, since all other documents are considered irrelevant. This uneven distribution causes significant performance degradation for many classification algorithms (Abdi and Hashemi, 2016) .
In this study, we aim to develop a dataless technique for the task of filtering and classifying short texts into categories of interest. An illustration for this dataless filtering and classification task for short texts is provided in Figure 1 . More formally, given a short text collection of D documents and C categories of interest, where each category c is defined by a small set of seed words S c , the goal is to filter out the documents irrelevant to any of the c categories of interest, and to classify the relevant documents to C categories of interest, without using any labeled documents.
In this paper, we propose a novel seed-guided topic model for dataless short text classification and filtering (SSCF) . SSCF is built on the basis of a recent topic model for short texts named word network topic model (WNTM) (Zuo et al., 2016) . As in word network topic model (WNTM), SSCF does not learn hidden topics from short texts directly, but from pseudo-documents created from the short texts. Specifically, a pseudo-document is created for each word by aggregating the words that appear in the contexts of that word. In this sense, the relevant words with respect to the semantics of a word would have high occurrences in its pseudo-document. SSCF achieves the goal of filtering and classification by modeling two kinds of topics over the pseudo-documents: category-topics and general-topics. Given C categories of interest, there are C corresponding category-topics, where each category-topic is associated with one category of interest. Through the contained relevant words, a category topic conveys the meaning of that category. The general-topics, on the other hand, absorb the semantics of the irrelevant short texts and noise. After inferring hidden topics, SSCF applies post inference to derive the dominating topic of each short document, which is used for document classification and filtering.
The challenge of SSCF is: how to precisely infer the category-topics and general-topics by using only a small number of seed words for each category of interest. In other words, seeking useful supervision from the seed words to infer relevant words becomes vital to the efficacy of SSCF. However, it is challenging to measure word relevance to a specific category directly via a small set of seed words, because of the sparse and imbalanced nature of short documents. In SSCF, we exploit the hidden topics learnt by the word network topic model (WNTM) over the same collection of pseudo-documents. Such hidden topics serve as the auxiliary knowledge to regulate the topic learning process in SSCF. On two real-world datasets in two languages, experimental results show that the proposed SSCF consistently achieves better classification accuracy than state-of-the-art dataless baselines in terms of F 1 . We also observe that SSCF can even achieve superior performance to supervised classifiers supervised latent dirichlet allocation (sLDA) and support vector machine (SVM) on some specific tasks. To summarize, the main contributions of this paper are: I. We propose and formalize a new task of dataless short texts classification and filtering. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work to classify short documents into relevant categories of interest, and filter out irrelevant documents in a dataless manner. II. We propose a novel seed-guided topic model for dataless short text classification and filtering (SSCF). In addition, we develop a novel word relevance estimation method solely based on seed words. With the estimated relevance as a prior knowledge, SSCF extracts category-topics and general-topics underlying the short document collection in a weakly supervised manner, enabling effective document classification and filtering via a post inference process. III. We conduct extensive experiments to evaluate SSCF on two real-world short text collections in two languages.
The experimental results show that SSCF achieves promising classification and filtering performance, and outperforms strong baselines. Moreover, compared with supervised learning techniques, SSCF even surpasses the supervised classifiers in many settings.
Related Work
Our research is related to the studies of both short text classification and dataless text classification. In the following, we briefly review works in these two areas. Short Text Classification. The lack of information redundancy has rendered short text classification an active research topic in the past years. Instead of using bag-ofwords (BOW) representation alone, Phan et al. proposed to augment each short text in terms of a hidden topic distribution from a knowledge base (Phan et al., 2008) . They applied standard latent dirichlet allocation (LDA) to extract hidden topics from Wikipedia corpus. Then, these topics along with bag-of-words (BOW) were utilized to represent the high-level semantics of a short document for classification. Chen et al. further enhanced this topical representation approach by learning multi-granularity topics (Chen et al., 2011) . Several works resorted to the external knowledge base to conduct short text enrichment for better classification. Long et al. utilized a transfer learning approach to exploit both labeled documents and unlabeled documents from Wikipedia (Long et al., 2012) . Wang et al. proposed to represent a short document in terms of concepts covered by Probase (Wang et al., 2014) . Then, a concept-based similarity measure is used to classify the given short text into the related category. Sun proposed a retrieval based approach for short text classification (Sun, 2012) . Zhang et al. proposed a semisupervised approach to classify the short texts (Zhang et al., 2013) . Ghosh and Desarkar proposed a supervised learning based term weighting solution to address the shortness nature of short texts (Ghosh and Desarkar, 2018) . The proposed solution achieves promising classification performance on different disaster related collections. Recently, several works are proposed to utilize neural networks for short text classification. Zeng et al. proposed a novel topic memory network to encode category relevant representation (Zeng et al., 2018) . The topic inference and document classification are jointly performed in their model. Wang et al. proposed a knowledge enhanced neural network for short text classification (Wang et al., 2017) . The conceptual information provided by an external knowledge base (i.e., Probase) is exploited to derive the representation of each short document. Very recently, Li et al. proposed a supervised technique by utilizing the word embeddings and a regularized word mover's distance (Li et al., 2019b) . In their work, a representative semantic centroid for each category is built for document classification. Overall, these existing works on short text classification were developed in the paradigm of supervised learning. In the following, we describe the works of dataless classification techniques which require no labeled documents for training.
Dataless Text Classification. As requiring no training instances, dataless text classification has attracted much attention from the research community. In earlier days, dataless classifiers were mainly built by following semisupervised methodology. Liu et al. proposed a semisupervised Naive Bayes classifier based on expectation maximization algorithm (NB-EM) (Liu et al., 2004) . The initial training instances are labeled by employing a few seed words relevant to each category. Similarly, Gliozzo et al. utilized a support vector machine (SVM) in a semisupervised manner (Gliozzo et al., 2009 ). Downey and Etzioni provided a theoretical study confirming the possibility of achieving accurate classification in the absence of training data (Downey and Etzioni, 2008) . Druck et al. proposed a seed-guided maximum entropy based dataless text classifier, named GE-FL (Druck et al., 2008) . GE-FL assumes that the document containing the seed words of a category is likely to be of that category. This constraint guides the parameter learning process of GE-FL.
Several works tried to exploit an external knowledge base to accomplish dataless classification (Chang et al., 2008; Song and Roth, 2014) . However, external knowledge base like Wikipedia is not always available for many languages or domains. Such approaches may not be applicable in all cases. Recently, topic model based approaches for dataless text classification have been proposed (Hingmire et al., 2013; Hingmire and Chakraborti, 2014; Chen et al., 2015; Li et al., 2016b) . Hingmire et al. proposed three topic annotation based dataless text classifiers based on standard Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) (Hingmire et al., 2013; Hingmire and Chakraborti, 2014) . The most effective classifier (named TLC++) allowed each topic to be associated with multiple relevant categories. The classification decisions from a mid-stage were utilized to derive more relevant words for each category. These relevant words are then incorporated with TLC++ for further classification refinement. Experimental results showed that TLC++ outperforms other two classifiers and GE-FL. Similarly, Chen et al. proposed a seed guided topic model for dataless classification, named DescLDA. In DescLDA, each category is associated with a fixed number of topics. The learning of these topics was then supervised based on the seed words of each category. Li et al. proposed a seed-guided topic model (named STM) for dataless text classification (Li et al., 2016b) . Two separate sets of topics are modeled by STM: category-topics and general-topics. While general-topics are used to represent the general semantic information underlying the whole collection, category-topics are used in STM to determine the category of each document. Their experimental results demonstrated that STM outperforms DescLDA, TLC++, GE-FL, and a supervised topic model for classification (sLDA), and is more robust than these competitors. They also showed that STM even achieves very close or better performance than SVM in many tasks. This suggests that the setting of two separate sets of topics, i.e., category-topics and general-topics, has potential to achieve good classification accuracy in dataless text classification. Further extension on the basis of STM was proposed in (Li et al. 2019a ), named DFC. DFC was devised to support document filtering with respect to the categories of interest, by introducing another set of irrelevant-topics. The irrelevant documents are then modeled in DFC with the irrelevant-topics. Similar to STM, each irrelevant document is associated with a single irrelevant-topic and a set of general-topics. Li et al. further exploited modeling the document similarity for dataless document classification . However, the similarity measure over short documents is itself a challenging research topic (Long et al., 2012) . Shalaby and Zadrozny proposed a concept embedding solution for dataless document classification (Shalaby and Zadrozny, 2019) . They first identified the concepts mentioned in a document with Wikipedia. Then, the concept embeddings are derived with the Skip-gram embedding model (Mikolov et al., 2013) . The representations of bag-ofconcepts are then built for documents and categories for dataless classification.
Although the above dataless classifiers achieved promising classification accuracy, all these techniques were developed for regular and long documents, i.e., not short texts. Moreover, most solutions were developed only for document classification without filtering. That is, they do not provide the function for irrelevant document filtering.
To the best of our knowledge, the proposed SSCF is the first work to address short text filtering and classification in a dataless manner. Because of the good performance of STM and DFC due to the two separate sets of topics, SSCF also infers two sets of topics: category-topics and generaltopics. Different from STM and DFC, the general-topics in SSCF are for filtering irrelevant documents, not for representing the general semantic information underlying the whole collection as in STM. Moreover, the two sets of topics are inferred directly from the text collection in STM. In SSCF, the two sets of topics are inferred from the collection of pseudo-documents created from the short texts.
Preliminary
The proposed SSCF model is built on the basis of the word network topic model (WNTM). To better understand SSCF, we now give a brief introduction to the word network topic model (WNTM).
The word network topic model (WNTM) is a probabilistic topic model to tackle the sparsity and imbalance problems for short texts (Zuo et al., 2016) . Different from other topic modeling techniques for short texts that either adopt additional constraints or directly model word co-occurrence within the generative process, the word network topic model (WNTM) builds a pseudodocument collection from the short texts and adopts the standard latent dirichlet allocation (LDA) to infer hidden topic distributions.
Given a word w, it is intuitive that the topic distribution p(z|w) strongly reflects the contexts that w appears in. Therefore, the word network topic model (WNTM) adopts a sliding window to scan each short document and takes all the words that appear together with w within the window to form a pseudo-document d w . The frequency of word w' in the pseudo-document d w is the co-occurrence count of w' with w within the sliding windows over the whole collection. Figure 2 illustrates the pseudo-document generation process with a window size of 5 over three short documents for the word "apple". Note that stop words are removed from the pseudo-document. As shown in Figure 2 , there are 5, 1 and 3 sliding windows containing "apple" from the three short documents respectively. We can also observe that the frequent words (e.g., "macbook", "iphone", "watch") in the pseudo-document d apple show strong connection to the semantics of word "apple". Given that the pseudo-document d w is relatively longer than the short documents and is comprised the semantically relevant words frequently co-occurring with the word w, any effective topic models over the regular documents can then be applied. After generating the pseudo-documents for all the words, the word network topic model (WNTM) adopts the standard latent dirichlet allocation (LDA) model to infer the topic word distribution p(w|z) for each topic and the pseudo-document topic distribution p(z|d w ). The topic distribution for a short document d can then be calculated1 as follows:
1 In the original work (Zuo et al., 2016) (1) (2) where p(w|d) is estimated based on the relative frequency of w in the document.
Because the relevant words to a rare topic are expected to have relatively long pseudo-documents compared to the original short documents where they appear, the word network topic model (WNTM) has shown its superiority in detecting rare topics underlying the document collection (Zuo et al., 2016) . In this sense, the word network topic model (WNTM) becomes a natural choice as a building block to derive a topic model for dataless short text classification and filtering.
The SSCF Model
In this section, we present the proposed seed-guided topic model for short texts classification and filtering, SSCF.
SSCF is a probabilistic topic model that infers hidden topics over the pseudo-documents. Illustrated in Figure 3 , it consists of two components: word relevance estimation and short text classification and filtering. Given a set of seed words for each category of interest, we estimate the relevance score between a word and a category based on the inferred hidden topics by the word network topic model (WNTM) over the short text collection. The resultant relevance estimation serves as prior knowledge for SSCF to supervise the topic inference over two kinds of topics: category-topics and general-topics. At last, the short documents are classified and filtered by the post inference of document topic distribution.
Model Generative Process and Inference
To identify the documents in categories of interest, SSCF needs to discover the category relevant topics and irrelevant topics based on the seed words. To support classification, it then becomes natural to represent each category as a category-topic. Here, we make a one-to-one correspondence between the categories and categorytopics such that each category is associated with a single category topic and vice versa2. Each category-topic contains relevant words of the corresponding category. To filter out the documents irrelevant to any category of interest, we introduce T general-topics over the document collection to model the semantics covered by the irrelevant documents. In short, there are C category-topics and T general-topics in SSCF. A word can be generated by either a category-topic or a general-topic. We utilize a switch variable x to indicate which kind of topics the word is associated with. The classification and filtering are then achieved by inferring the dominating topic of each short document: whether the dominating topic of a short document is a category topic and which category topic?
Because of the way pseudo-documents are constructed, a pseudo-document typically has very few dominating category-topics. That is, the category-topic distribution should be highly skewed for most pesudodocuments. Motivated by the sparsity modeling strategy proposed in ), we utilize a weak smoothing prior to decouple the sparsity and the smoothness of a category-topic distribution for a pseudo-document in SSCF. Given a normal word w (i.e., not a seed word), let denote the vector of length C such that is the estimated relevance score between the word w and category c, the prior category-topic distribution of pseudodocument d w is defined by , where δ works as the prior concentration parameter, ϵ is a weak smoothing prior, and is the vector with all elements being ϵ. The impact of the weak smoothing prior ϵ is important in the probabilistic view. The value of would be zero, indicating that no word in the corresponding pesudodocument can be generated by the category topic c. This case would happen when we have an empty relevance estimated for word w and category c (ref. Equations 3 and 6). The introduction of ϵ avoids this zero probability, making the whole process mathematically correct.
As to the pseudo-document d s corresponding to a seed word s, we set the category-topic prior distribution to be , where is the indicator vector such that the element corresponding to category c is 1 and other elements are 0. By estimating the relevance scores , SSCF is expected to derive the category-topics correctly through word co-occurrence information within the pseudo-documents, for effective classification and filtering. Let s c denote the seed word set of category c. The generative process is described as follows:
( 
The switch variable x w =1 indicates that word w is generated from a category-topic, otherwise w is generated from a general-topic. Parameter z w then stores the specific hidden topic selected to generate word w according to the choice of x w . The document collection is likely to be imbalanced, because the number of relevant pseudo-documents under each category could vary tremendously. Setting a constant prior to the choice of x w for all words is not an appropriate mechanism. Because of the probabilistic nature, the relevant words with high frequency in the larger categories would become the dominating words in the general-topics. The resultant high similarity between the corresponding category-topics and general-topics will hurt the classification performance. As described in the generative process, a word and category dependent prior probability is utilized in the SSCF to guide the decision of x w .
works as the prior probability that word w is generated by category-topic against any general-topic. Similar to the setting of , we calculate the prior value based on the relevance between a word and a category. The graphical representation of SSCF is shown in Figure 4 .
Seed Words-based Relevance Estimation. Precise relevance estimation between a word and a category plays an important role in SSCF. Given the length of a short document is limited, the data sparsity problem obstructs the precise relevance estimation directly based on word co-occurrences. We propose to estimate the relevance based on the learned topics by using the word network topic model (WNTM). However, doing this leads to a new problem. The word network topic model (WNTM) infers hidden topics by using standard latent dirichlet allocation (LDA) over pseudo-documents. As the result, common words in the pseudo-document collection are usually ranked high in many topics. To address this issue, we adopt a topic keyword re-ranking approach proposed in (Song et al. 2009 ) to assign a weight for each word under a topic. Specifically, the weight ω(w,k) for word ω under topic k is calculated as follows: (3) where p wntm (w|k) is the word probability for w under topic k from the word network topic model (WNTM). We then calculate the relevance rel(w,c) between word w and category c as follows: (4) where p wntm (k|d s ) is the estimated topic distribution for pseudo-document d s by the word network topic model (WNTM). However, the raw relevance score calculated in Equation 4 is category-dependent. That is, the scale of the relevance score depends on a specific category. It is necessary to normalize the relevant scores and then to calculate as follows:
In short, we first normalize the relevance scores of all words under each category in Equation 5. We then calculate by applying L1 normalization in Equation 6. Since a category relevant word w could have very few dominating category-topics in its pseudo-document, the corresponding category-dependent prior probability π w,c is expected to be highly biased. Therefore, we calculate π w,c by filtering out the less relevant categories based on :
In Equation 9, we filter out the irrelevant categories that have below average, resulting in a sparse for each word. A much smaller constant υ is assigned to these irrelevant categories to avoid being zero. In Equation 8, τ w ∈ (1/C,1) measures the category specificity of word w. Based on Equation 9, when word w is highly relevant to a single category, has a single peak in that category. In this case, τ w →1/C.
In contrast, when w is relevant/irrelevant to all categories, is close to a vector containing all zeros, leading to τ w →1. In the calculation of prior probability π w,c by Equation 7, σ serves as a tuning parameter in the range of [0,1] to control the importance of both category specificity and relevance. Note that τ w is a word dependent measure. Given for two words w 1 and w 2 , the word with higher category specificity (i.e., a smaller τ w ) will have a larger π w,c . When σ = 1, SSCF comprises only category-topics, which in turn loses the ability to filter out irrelevant documents. When σ = 0, SSCF is equivalent to the word network topic model (WNTM) such that the standard latent dirichlet allocation (LDA) is conducted over the pseudo-documents for hidden general-topic inference (i.e., no classification). Because π w,c and are both estimated based on seed words, the two sets of variables are then plotted as dotted circles in Figure 4 .
Note that and in Equations 6 and 9 are calculated for C > 1. When there is only one category of interest (i.e., C = 1), we may use the raw relevance score rel(w, c) instead:
. However, since no normalization can be applied based on Equations 5 and 6, we observe that most common words with high frequencies are ranked very high in terms of rel (w, c) . These common words obstruct the precise learning of category-topics and general-topics. Hence, we restrict the calculation of rel(w, c) based on the top-N topics in terms of p wntm (k|d s ). Then, is calculated by max-normalization over rel (w,c) :
, and is set as . In this work, we use N = 3. Inference by Gibbs Sampling. We utilize Gibbs Sampling to perform approximate inference and parameter learning (Thomas and Mark, 2004) . In SSCF, for a word at the position i in pseudo-document d w of a normal word w, we jointly sample and as follows ( and are collapsed):
where is the probability of seeing under the general-topic t excluding the current assignment, is the probability of seeing the general-topic t in the document d w excluding the current assignment, is the probability of seeing the word under the categorytopic c excluding the current assignment, and is the probability of seeing the category-topic c in the document d w excluding the current assignment. Similarly, for a word at the position i in the pseudo-document d s of the seed word s, we jointly sample and as follows: 
where is the probability of seeing the category-topic c in the document d s excluding the current assignment.
Based on the point estimation, the word distributions {ϑ c , ϕ t } and topic distributions {φ dw , φ ds , ψ dw , ψ ds } can be computed as shown in Table 1 , where is the number of times word w being assigned to the category-topic c, is the number of times the word w being assigned to the general-topic t, is the number of words that are assigned to the category-topic c within the pseudodocument d w , is the element value corresponding to the category c in , is the number of words that are assigned to the category-topic c within the pseudodocument d s , is the number of words that are assigned to the general-topic t within the pseudo-document d w , is the number of words that are assigned to the generaltopic t within the pseudo-document d 3 , and II c,s is an indicator such that 1 is returned when s is a seed word of category c (i.e., s ∈ S c ), otherwise 0 is returned.
Document Classification and Filtering
After applying SSCF over the pseudo-documents of all words (including seed words and normal words), we classify and filter short documents by inferring the topic distribution of each document over C category topics and T general topics. Specifically, the word topic distribution p(z|w) over all category topics and general topics is calculated as follows: (12) The dominating topic of document d is then used to indicate its category , where p(z|d) is calculated by using Equation 1. If is a category-topic (i.e., ), the corresponding category is assigned to document d. Otherwise, document d is considered as being irrelevant to any category of interest.
Experiment
In this section, we conduct experiments on two realworld short text collections to evaluate the filtering and classification performance of the proposed SSCF3. To simulate the filtering and classification task (i.e., classification with filtering), we take the documents from one or several pre-selected categories as relevant documents, and the remaining documents in the collection as irrelevant documents. The task is to identify the categories of the relevant documents, and filter out the irrelevant ones. We also evaluate the classification performance of SSCF in terms of conventional classification without filtering.
Experimental Setting
Datasets. Here, we utilize two publicly accessible datasets, Web Snippet (WS) and Baidu question answer (BaiduQA), for performance evaluation of both classification with filtering and classification without filtering tasks.
Web Snippet (WS) is a widely used collection for short text classification study (Chen et al., 2011; Phan et al., 2008; Sun, 2012; Li et al., 2016a) . It consists of 12,340 English Web search snippets, each of which belongs to one of 8 categories. The collection was constructed by performing Web search using different phrases for each category. For each search phrase, top 20 or 30 snippets were selected. The snippets were further divided into a training set and a test set such that the search phrases used for the two subsets are exclusive. That is, the snippets in the test set are considered difficult to classify, even for a supervised classifier (Phan et al., 2008) . We perform the preprocessing by following steps used in (Li et al. 2016a ).
3 The implementation will be released after paper acceptance. Baidu question answer (BaiduQA) is a collection of 648,514 questions crawled from a popular Chinese question and answer (Q&A) website4. This collection has been previously used in the related works about short text topic modeling (Yan et al., 2013; Cheng et al., 2014; Li et al., 2016a) . Based on the annotation made by its asker, each question belongs to one of 35 categories. The texts were already tokenized by using Chinese word segmentation, and the duplicated words are removed, i.e., each word appears only once in a short document. In our experiments, we further remove the questions that contain only a single word. We build the training and test sets by randomly sampling short documents with a ratio of 80:20. Table 3 summarizes the detailed statistics about the two datasets after preprocessing. Note that Baidu question answer (BaiduQA) collection covers more categories and contains much shorter documents compared to the WS dataset. We can also see that the pseudo-documents are much longer than the original short texts. In common, both datasets have a very skew category distribution. The sizes of the smallest and largest categories are 370/2,660 and 1,481/7,625 for a Web Snippet (WS) and Baidu question answer (BaiduQA) dataset respectively. We further check the length of the pseudo-document (i.e., d s ) of each seed word s. The average pseudo-document length of all the seed words under a category is then calculated. We find that the average lengths of the smallest and largest categories are 59.8/72.2 and 67.4/83.1 for Web Snippet (WS) and Baidu question answer (BaiduQA) datasets respectively. Note that each short text has 18.9 and 4.1 words on average for the two datasets, respectively. It is clear that building pseudo-documents alleviates both the data sparsity and imbalance problems to some extent. In our experiments, eight categories with diverse topics from each dataset and their combinations are randomly chosen for performance evaluation. Specifically, six classification with filtering tasks are created for each dataset. Table  2 reports the number of relevant documents of each classification as well as filtering task and the percentage of these documents over the whole collection. We can see that data imbalance problem is a critical challenge for all classification with filtering tasks. Particularly, the documents relevant to the categories of interest are less than 10% on the Baidu question answer (BaiduQA) dataset.
Seed Word Selection. Following the seed word selection process in descriptive latent dirichlet allocation (DescLDA) (Chen et al., 2015) , we manually select the 4 http://zhidao.baidu.com. seed words for each category based on the learnt topics from the word network topic model (WNTM): (i) extract hidden topics by using the word network topic model (WNTM) over the pseudo-documents; (ii) rank the words in descending order in terms of word-distribution p(w|z) for each topic; and (iii) manually select 20 semantically relevant seed words for each category based on the most probable 50 words in each topic. Note that we run the word network topic model (WNTM) over all raw short texts in the corresponding training set without access to the category information. The number of hidden topics is set as 40 here. We need to point out here that no statistic and category information are used during the seed word selection. The seed words are selected solely based on their semantic relevance to the category. Tables 6 and 7 in Appendix A report the selected seed words of each category for the two datasets. We also include the percentage of the documents that contain any seed word for each category. On average, these documents only comprise less than 10% and 20% of all the relevant ones for each category on Web Snippet (WS) and Baidu question answer (BaiduQA) datasets, respectively.
Methods in Comparison.
We compare the proposed SSCF against the following state-of-the-art dataless text classification methods and supervised classification methods.
TLC++ It takes the association between the topics and categories to classify documents (Hingmire and Chakraborti, 2014) . We use the recommended settings by its authors.
DescLDA It classifies documents by applying document clustering over the learned hidden topics (Chen et al., 2015) . We tune the number of topics and report the best results.
STM This method learns to identify a category-topic for each document, where the topic inference process is guided by the seed words (Li et al., 2016b) . We use the implementation provided by the authors and use their recommended settings.
SVM A linear support vector machine (SVM) classifier with the default parameter settings and term frequencyinverse document frequency (TF-IDF) weighting scheme is used5.
sLDA It is a supervised text classifier based on the latent dirichlet allocation (LDA) model (Blei and McAuliffe, 2007) . The i implementation6 provided by the authors is used. The best results are reported after parameter tuning. CRX It is the concept raw context model by building the bag-of-concept representations for dataless classification (Shalaby and Zadrozny, 2019) .
DEC It is the seed-guided topic model for document filtering and classification (Li et al., 2019a) . It was devised for performing classification and filtering for regular and long documents. Note that for performing only document filtering, DFC is equivalent to STM.
We further add a simple support vector machine (SVM) based baseline for classification with filtering as a reference. We choose to re-label each training document using the seed words. Specifically, a training document belongs to a category if it contains any seed word of that category. The training documents covering no seed word are removed from further consideration. We then train a one-class support vector machine (SVM) classifier based on this seed-guided training set. We denote this baseline as SG-SVM. We need to emphasize that a training document could belong to more than one category. In this case, we include the same document for all matched categories. This would inevitably introduce many noisy information and hurt the model optimization process.
Evaluation Protocol. Among the methods mentioned earlier, TLC++, DescLDA, STM, and CRX are state-of-the-art dataless techniques for document classification without filtering. However, only TLC++ can be adapted for filtering irrelevant documents. In detail, we add a pseudo category into the topic annotation process of TLC++ to indicate the irrelevance. As to support vector machine (SVM) and supervised latent dirichlet allocation (sLDA), they are supervised learning classifiers that require the labeled instances to train the model. For supervised latent dirichlet allocation (sLDA), we treat all irrelevant documents in the training set as a pseudo-category. For support vector machine (SVM), we adopt the one-class implementation provided in LIBSVM for classification with filtering. The hyper-parameters are tuned accordingly.
We train supervised classifiers using the training documents and conduct evaluation on the test set. For all dataless classifiers in comparison, all short documents in the collection are taken as input into the classifiers, as no labeled documents are needed for dataless classifiers. Note that the comparison between a dataless classifier and a supervised classifier is not fair, since the category information associated with the short documents in the training set are exploited by the supervised classifier. Although a dataless classifier takes all short documents as input and performs classification and filtering for all the documents in a batch manner, no category information associated with each training document is available within the inference process. To enable a relative fair comparison, the performance of each classifier is evaluated on the test set. This evaluation protocol is also adopted in previous works (Hingmire and Chakraborti, 2014; Li et al., 2016b) . Classification performance is evaluated by macroaveraged F 1 (Macro-F 1 ). Macro-F 1 is the averaged F 1 score of all categories. We report the average results over 5 runs for all the methods (excluding support vector machine (SVM)). The statistical significance is conducted by using the student t-test. Parameter Setting. For hyper-parameter setting, we use α = β 0 = β 1 = 0.1, δ = 10.0, ϵ = 1.0×10 -2 . For the tunable parameters σ and T in SSCF, we use the following settings.
(1) For classification without filtering, we set T = 1. Parameter σ is set to 0.7 and 0.9 for Web Snippet (WS) and Baidu question answer (BaiduQA), respectively. (2) For classification with filtering, we set σ = 0.1, T = 10 for all the tasks. As to the word network topic model (WNTM) , we also set the topic number to be 40 for word relevance estimation. Regarding the pseudo-document generation, we directly take each short document as an individual sliding window. We conduct classification and filtering after running SSCF for 50 iterations.
Performance Comparison
Classification with Filtering. In this set of experiments, we need to filter out the documents irrelevant to any specified category. The Macro-F 1 scores are reported in Table 4 . Here, we make the following observations. First, SSCF achieves better filtering and classification performance on 4 out of 6 tasks on the Web Snippet (WS) dataset. The second performer is DFC, which delivers the best performance on 2 tasks and the second best performance on 1 task. Also, we note that support vector machine (SVM) achieves relative worse performance in most tasks. Given limited word overlaps between the training set and test set, support vector machine (SVM) cannot manage to filter out irrelevant documents and classify the relevant documents correctly. A similar observation is also made for seed-guided support vector machine (SG-SVM). Note that the support vector machine (SVM) performs significantly better than seed-guided support vector machine (SG-SVM) on 4 out of 6 tasks here. On the other hand, since we treat all irrelevant documents in the training set as being of a pseudocategory for supervised latent dirichlet allocation (sLDA), the supervision in terms of topic-level information used by supervised latent dirichlet allocation (sLDA) is more useful than counting on the word occurrences (i.e., SVM) in this case.
Second, the support vector machine (SVM) achieves much better performance than other methods on the Baidu question answer (BaiduQA) dataset. SSCF, however, still manages to achieve the second best on 4 out of 6 tasks on this dataset. Note that Baidu question answer (BaiduQA) contains more documents and covers a much larger number of categories than the Web Snippet (WS) dataset. Therefore, data imbalance problem is more severe on the Baidu question answer (BaiduQA) dataset. All topic model based methods experience significant performance degradation here. Among all topic model based methods, SSCF obtains far better filtering and classification performance. The superiority of SSCF over other topic model based alternatives suggests that the seed-guided topic inference process over the pseudodocuments in SSCF is effective to distinguish the relevant documents from the irrelevant ones. Moreover, we observe that support vector machine (SVM) performs consistently better than seed-guided support vector machine (SG-SVM) across all six tasks. This is consistent with the observation we made for the Web Snippet (WS) dataset. The results suggest that building the training set by using seed words would introduce sufficient noise.
Overall, the experimental results demonstrate that SSCF is an effective algorithm to conduct document filtering and classification in a dataless manner.
Classification without Filtering. In this task, there is no need to filter out irrelevant documents. That is, we build a subset by selecting all documents from the specified categories for classification evaluation. This setting gives all other methods in comparison a small advantage, since only SSCF is furnished with an inherent filtering function. In this set of experiments, we include the tasks of classifying all 8 categories (All-8) and all 35 categories (All-35) for Web Snippet (WS) and Baidu question answer (BaiduQA) datasets, respectively. Since All-8 and All-35 are larger collections with more categories, we set T = 10 for these two tasks. Table 5 reports the Macro-F 1 scores of all the methods. We make several observations. First, among all dataless classifiers, SSCF significantly outperforms other state-of-the-art competitors on 10 out of 14 classification tasks. STM obtains the best performance on 2 tasks and achieves the second best performance on 5 tasks. Then, descriptive latent dirichlet allocation (DescLDA) also achieves the best performance on one task and the second best performance on 5 tasks. Note that all CRX, STM, DescLDA, and TLC++ were developed based on long documents. The superior classification performance suggests that topic inference over the pseudo-documents is an effective strategy to handle the data sparsity problem. Second, the supervised classification methods supervised latent dirichlet allocation (sLDA) and support vector machine (SVM) obtain better performance on most tasks across two datasets. This is reasonable since a significant number of training instances are provided for them. However, the dataless counterparts SSCF and STM still manage to achieve better performance than these two supervised methods in some tasks. Specifically, both SSCF and STM deliver significantly better performance than supervised latent dirichlet allocation (sLDA) and support vector machine (SVM) on 4 and 5 tasks, respectively on the Web Snippet (WS) dataset. Recall that the subtopics (search phrases) covered by the training set and test set of the Web Snippet (WS) dataset have no overlap (Phan et al., 2008) . We believe that this observation can explain the inferior performance of supervised latent dirichlet allocation (sLDA) and support vector machine (SVM) on the Web Snippet (WS) dataset. Because we randomly sample the training and test documents on the Baidu question answer (BaiduQA) dataset, hence supervised latent dirichlet allocation (sLDA) and support vector machine (SVM) obtain the best performance instead. It is surprising that SSCF still achieves better performance than supervised latent dirichlet allocation (sLDA) and support vector machine (SVM) on both datasets, when all categories are considered for classification (i.e., All-8 and All-35). On All-35, we can see that both supervised latent dirichlet allocation (sLDA) and support vector machine (SVM) achieve relatively poorer performance. Note that some categories in Baidu question answer (BaiduQA) are very similar to each other, making the multi-class classification very difficult. For example, there are several programming language related categories in Baidu question answer (BaiduQA): Visual C++, Visual Basic, Java, and Assembler Language. These 4 categories share a lot of words in common. Based on word occurrences alone, supervised latent dirichlet allocation (sLDA) and support vector machine (SVM) cannot perform well on this difficult task. The superiority of SSCF on All-8 and All-35 suggests that deriving word-level discriminative signals based on the seed words of each category is beneficial to difficult classification tasks such as All-8 and All-35. This observation shed light on many related tasks that require a focused retrieval and analysis on some particular aspects from a specific domain corpus (Wang et al., 2016) .
Third, we observe that STM experiences a significant performance degradation on the Baidu question answer (BaiduQA) dataset. The word relevance regarding each category in STM is estimated based on the word co-occurrence statistics between a word and a seed word. Since the documents in Baidu question answer (BaiduQA) are much shorter, word relevance estimated by word co-occurrences may not be accurate. In addition, STM infers the hidden topics directly from the short documents themselves. Based on these issues, it is reasonable that STM obtains much poorer classification performance on the Baidu question answer (BaiduQA) dataset. On the other hand, SSCF consistently achieves much better performance than STM on Baidu question answer (BaiduQA).
Analysis of SSCF
We now study the impact of σ, T, and ϵ values, and number of seed words, on these 6 tasks: All-8, All-35, Computers, Education Science vs. Engineering, Employment, and Employment vs. Tax7. While the first two tasks are for classification without filtering, the rest are for classification with filtering. When studying a particular parameter, we fix the other parameters to the values used in Section 5.2.
Impact of σ value. Figure 5 (a) plots the performance by varying σ value in [0, 1] with a step of 0.05. For All-8 and All-35, we can observe that better performance is achieved by SSCF with larger σ values. While the optimal range of σ values is [0.25, 0.8] on All-8, the optimal range is [0.8, 0.95] on All-35. As discussed above in Section 5.2, many categories in Baidu question answer (BaiduQA) are highly similar to each other. Therefore, a word relevant to several similar categories will have a higher τ w (ref. Equation 8 ). In this sense, we need a larger σ to enhance the prior bias in this case. When σ = 1.0, SSCF has no filtering function. However, performance deterioration is observed when σ is set to 1 on the two tasks. This suggests that general-topics can absorb the noise or background semantics underlying the documents. This finding is consistent with STM (Li et al., 2016b) . Here, we choose σ = 0.7/0.9 for all classification without filtering tasks on Web Snippet (WS) and Baidu question answer (BaiduQA) datasets respectively.
As for the classification with filtering tasks, the optimal performance is delivered by a much smaller σ. We observe that the optimal σ value increases as more categories are specified. That is, the choice of σ is positively proportional to the number of specified categories. Accordingly, we choose to use σ = 0.1 for all classification with filtering tasks.
Impact of T value.
The T value indicates number of general topics underlying the short documents. When T = 0, SSCF loses the ability to filter out irrelevant documents. In contrast, more semantics could be modeled by using a larger T value. Figure 5(b) plots the performance of SSCF with different T values. We observe that little performance fluctuation is experienced by SSCF in a large range of T values (i.e., [5, 40] ) on almost all tasks, except for the task of Employment-Tax. Note that All-8 and All-35 are tasks of classification without filtering. It makes sense that a larger T would hurt the classification accuracy significantly. However, we observe that T = 0 delivers much worse classification accuracy instead. This observation is consistent with the study of parameter σ. Since more categories are covered by All-8 and All-35, there would involve noisier or background semantics. We indeed observe that a better accuracy is achieved when T is relatively larger for these two tasks, especially for All-8.
We set T to 1 and 10 for classification without filtering and with filtering respectively, except for All-8 and All-35 (T = 10 instead).
Impact of ϵ value. Recall that parameter ϵ works as a weak smoothing prior in the prior category-topic distribution of the pseudo-document d w . Given a fixed , the ratio of δ to ϵ controls the sparsity of dominating category-topics in a pseudo-document. Here, Figure 5 (d) plots the performance pattern of SSCF by varying ϵ value in the range of [0.0001, 10] . We can observe that little performance fluctuation is experienced by SSCF in a large range of ϵ values (i.e., [0.005, 5]), except for All-8 on the Web Snippet (WS) dataset. As to All-8, a much larger ϵ could lead to better classification performance. Generally, SSCF is not sensitive to the choice of ϵ value in most tasks across the two datasets. Accordingly, we choose to use ϵ=0.01 in our experiments. Impact of seed words. The information covered by seed words is critical for the classification performance of SSCF. Here, we investigate performance of SSCF by varying the number of seed words available. For each category, we vary the number of the seed words from 2 to 20. For example, when only 2 seed words are allowed, we randomly sample these two words from total 20 seed words of the category. For each number setting (excluding 20), we report the average classification score of SSCF over 5 runs. Note that there is no randomness when all 20 seed words are used. In this case, we choose to report the average results over 5 runs instead. Figure 5 (c) plots the performance of SSCF with different numbers of seed words per category. It is surprising that SSCF delivers little performance fluctuation when using various numbers of seed words per category. Especially, when only two seed words are available for each category, SSCF can still achieve almost the same classification accuracy as using 20 seed words. We further calculate the proportions of the documents that contain any selected seed words under the categories of interest. These numbers are 17.5%, 20.1%, 22.0%, 18.3%, and 15.3% on average by using 2 randomly selected seed words per category. We can see that the document coverage by using merely 2 seed words per category is just small. That is, applying a simple seed word matching could be an inferior strategy for both dataless classification with filtering and classification without filtering. In contrast, the proposed SSCF can deliver robust classification accuracy when seed words are scarce.
Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a novel seed-guided topic model for dataless short text classification and filtering, named SSCF. A novel word relevance estimation method is proposed to grasp the supervision of the provided seed words for better category-topics and generaltopics learning. The experimental results show that SSCF outperforms the existing state-of-the-art dataless alternatives in either classification with filtering task or classification without filtering task. Also, we found that SSCF even surpasses the supervised classifiers in many settings. Given increasing demand in focused retrieval and fine-grained analysis of a particular aspect or facet from diverse short texts, extracting relevant information by utilizing just few seed words is a cost-effective mechanism. We believe that the proposed SSCF can provide useful implications for many related studies. In future, we plan to apply SSCF in many other interesting scenarios with short texts of more diverse topics, such as large-scale tweet classification8 (Zubiaga and Ji, 2013) and crisis analysis9 (Olteanu et al., 2014; Olteanu et al., 2015b; Olteanu et al., 2015a; Olteanu et al., 2016) . In addition, we intend to devise an automatic procedure to derive the optimal σ value in an iterative manner. Another possible extension is to use the word embedding techniques to exploit the general word semantic relatedness from a large external corpus. computer, web, software, programming, internet, systems, computing, digital, linux, network, java, apple, hardware, server, computers, cpu, processor, games, chip, security 16.4 8.9 Culture Arts Ent movie, music, culture, art, movies, arts, american, history, video, imdb, books, oscar, band, reviews, comedy, romantic, classical, literature, academy political, democracy, party, government, republic, military, democratic, politics, united, president, parliamentary, freedom, national, congress, social, communist, revolution, parties, civil, presidential 18.7 4.2 Sports sports, football, games, game, tennis, match, league, espn, tickets, team, players, hockey, sport, olympic, basketball, golf, cup, volleyball, club, scores 19.6 10.4 And the seed word from Baidu question answer (BaiduQA) dataset are listed as below: 
